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PURPOSE: To eliminate danger potential of stress

corrosion cracking by changing a distance up to a work
object surface of an underwater object from a cavitation

jet nozzle which jets out an underwater high speed water
jet according to water pressure around, the high speed
water jet.

CONSTITUTION: An optimal range exists at a standoff

distance (x) between a nozzle 1 and a work point. The
range of this standoff distance (x) is an area in which
the impact pressure distribution with the second peak of

jet impact pressure as the center becomes a gentle hill

shape. When ambient water pressure _Pamb (gauge

pressure of unit kgf/cm 2
) jŝ nais^c^ a standoff distance

[x(2p)j corresponding to this optimal range shifts to

the upstream side (in the direction close to the nozzle
1). That is, in a nuclear reactor pressure vessel, the
nozzle 1 is moved so as to approach the part as it

becomes a large water depth part close to a bottom part.

The ambient water pressure Pamb and the optimal

standoff distance [x(2p)] are univocally determined by
an equation, and a position of the nozzle 1 "is moved
according to this equation. -
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to the determination technology of the field for processing

under the environment which changes ****** of a high-speed water jet to an underwater body
especially with respect to the water jet peening method make the underwater high-speed water jet

accompanied by cavitation collide, and the suitable construction distance between nozzles.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Processing by shot peening which borrows a shot (shot) and sprays the

vigor of an air current is performed to the existing potential structure which starts stress corrosion

cracking (SCC), and residual stress is improved in the compression direction from ****.

[0003] Such peening technology is widely used as a cure against removal of residual stress at the time of
the various machine structures or part processing.

[0004] However, though it is the environment which cannot perform such shot-peening operation, there

is also the structure which must surely carry out a peening. The example of representation is the special

large-sized heat exchanger which stretched cooling water like a light water reactor. It is difficult work to

drain water and recovery of a shot is next to impossible.

[0005] although recovery is unnecessary if a ice grain is used instead of a shot (an air conditioner — Io —
called a blast), it is hard to come out of an economical merit, and quenches a construction part by the ice

grain, and there are possibility that thermal stress will occur, and a possibility that local cold-brittleness

destruction (crack) may arise

[0006] Although use of a high-speed water jet is known as unique processing, mining, or washing
technology, the attempt which uses this for a surface stress improvement is indicated by JP,62-63614,A.
The peening by the water jet has the water-cooled effect, and also has the merit that a local temperature

rise can be prevented.

[0007] However, this is the work in the atmosphere (gaseous phase) which can use the shaft top dynamic
pressure of a water jet effectively, and there is no guarantee which can apply this technology as it is as a
peening by the underwater water jet. Underwater, attenuation ofjet shaft dynamic pressure is quite

quick. This originates in the diffusion ofjet being quick hard
[ slight resistance of circumference water

and hard / slight / in phase ]. In order to obtain about the same shaft top dynamic pressure as the jet in a
gaseous phase underwater, extra-high voltage will be needed and it will become very [ in cost ]

disadvantageous technology.

[0008] On the other hand, in an underwater water jet, the cavitation by shearing operation with a jet and
circumference water occurs. If the foam which controlled cavitation well and was generated can be used
effectively, it will be thought that about the same effect as a gaseous-phase Nakamizu jet can be raised
(** which does not use an extra-high voltage pump) without seldom heightening an injection pressure.

[0009]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Although intense cavitation occurs in an underwater high-

speed water jet, it is possible to apply this cavitation phenomenon to the residual-stress improvement of

h g eg b eb eg e e
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the reactor structure.

[0010] This cavitation phenomenon is typically shown in drawing 14 .

[001 1] As for a cavitation nozzle and 802, in drawing 14 ,801 is [ the inflow of the circumference water

with which in circumference water and 804 a cavitation cloud and 806 include eddy cavitation and, as

for 807, the **** (core) section and 805 include / high-pressure water and 803 / a cellular nucleus, and
808 ] residual foams.

[0012] The distribution of the impact pressure generated from the cavitation of an underwater water jet

serves as a configuration which has two peaks as shown in drawing 12 to the shaft orientations of a jet.

Thus, it becomes a distribution oftwo mountains because two different phenomena overlap.

[0013] If this mechanism is explained with drawing 13 , the distribution of the impact pressure

generated from the cavitation of an underwater water jet has the first peak [ 1 st
]
(I) and the 2nd

following peak (II), as shown in this drawing.

[0014] At the 1st peak near the outlet of a nozzle, the **** (core) section of a jet remains in the center of
a jet, and this liquid core part expands and contracts, it vibrates intermittently, a manifold type is further

carried out to the movement of this liquid core part, and surrounding cavitation progresses.

[0015] The configuration is sharp, and if the jet of the portion in which the range of the mating-standoff

distance (distance from a nozzle outlet to the any selected point ofjet shaft orientations) x even
including the foot section in the 1st peak is also equivalent to this phenomenon is made to collide with

material, energy will concentrate on the narrow portion of material, and this 1st peak has a possibility

that erosion (erosion-corrosion) may arise.

[0016] On the other hand, the 2nd peak in a lower stream of a river is a portion with dominant
development of the eddy cavitation in the high-speed turbulent flow shearing layer of a jet interface. The
field centering on this 2nd peak has the gently-sloping distribution configuration of an impact pressure,

and its range of the corresponding mating-standoff distance x is also wide, and it has the merit that

precise positioning of a nozzle is unnecessary.

[0017] In actual reactor construction, in order to carry out the peening of the latus area of material to the

purpose which prevents erosion, it can be said that it is suitable to use the field of this 2nd peak.

Incidentally, it is necessary to lower an injection pressure, or to move a nozzle gradually, and to prevent
generating of erosion at the 1st former peak.

[0018] The distribution configuration of the impact pressure generated from the above jets is influenced

of circumference water pressure, the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of the reactor under periodic check -
the size of a reactor, and the well of the pressurized-container upper part - although based also on the

water level of the section - 2 - 3 kgf/cm2 Hydrostatic pressure is added. Thus, under the conditions that

the water pressure of cooling water is high, the gestalten of the cavitation generated in an underwater
water jet differ. First, the number of cavitation foams decreases.

[0019] This is for compressing only an abundant number, since a brittle foam has high circumference
water pressure, and disappearing in a certain foam. Sufficient peening becomes possible, even if it is a
few foams, since the so-called cushion effect by the cellular group [ that the foam which remained
without disappearing is powerful, and still surplus ] also becomes scarce.

[0020] On the other hand, the configuration of the impact-pressure distribution (as opposed to jet shaft

orientations) generated from the cavitation of a jet also changes with circumference water pressure.

[0021] For example, the most important change is that the 2nd peak shifts to the upstream (direction [ it

is near to a nozzle ]). This property is produced as a result of the bottom of high circumference water
pressure being rash also in generating of eddy cavitation, growth, and disappearance compared with the

case under low voltage. The behavior of eddy cavitation is influenced of ******, because the states (a

vortical size, vortical generating frequency, etc.) of the disorder in the turbulent flow shearing layer of
the jet interface which is the development zone of eddy cavitation are strongly governed by the ambient
pressure.

[0022] Under high pressure, if the 2nd peak searched for under low voltage and the mating-standoff
distance of the near are adopted as optimal construction conditions regardless of the influence of
circumference water pressure, since it is equivalent to the jet region where cavitation is extinguished, it
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will separate from the effective field of peening construction, and the effect of a peening will decrease.

[0023] Consequently, the problem concerning the efficiency of a peening — injection collision time must

be lengthened or an injection pressure must be heightened - comes to arise mostly.

[0024] The purpose of this invention solves the above-mentioned trouble, and is to offer circumference

water and the water jet method the phenomenon of the cavitation of a jet is effectively utilizable even if

especially the flow and pressure requirement changes.

[0025]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, the following meanses

are adopted in this invention.

[0026] Fundamentally, its attention is paid to the property that the hill-like impact-pressure distribution

configuration region centering on the 2nd peak approaches the outlet of an injection nozzle, by increase

of the circumference water pressure Pamb. Based on the relation (after-mentioned) between the

circumference water pressure Pamb for which asked for the circumference water pressure Pamb and it

asked beforehand, and the mating-standoff distance x (2p) of the 2nd peak, x (2p) is set up and an

injection nozzle is positioned from the water surface of the cooling water in a reactor and the distance

between processing parts, i.e., depth of water. Thus, when processing parts differ in the depth-sounding

direction and circumference water pressure changes, the improvement effect of sufficient residual stress

can be raised by setting up construction conditions the optimal.

[0027] The field which the impact pressure of at least 75% or more of size of the maximum Psh (Max)
of the impact pressure which does not set the mating-standoff distance x to the position x (2p) of a peak

strictly about this 2nd peak, but can incidentally be found in x (2p) generates, i.e., Psh>=Psh(Max)
x0.75, (2) (shown in drawing 1

1

)

A nozzle is positioned so that it may enter in the field of the becoming mating-standoff distance, and it

uses for peening construction. The ranges of the mating-standoff distance x with which this distribution

configuration is gently-sloping and it is satisfied of the aforementioned (2) formula in the 2nd hill-like

impact-pressure distribution configuration field equivalent to the 2nd peak are quite latus.

[0028]

[Function] Bringing a nozzle close to a WJP construction part under the environment where the

circumference water pressure Pamb is high, residual stress fully improves by using the cavitation which
fully progressed, especially the eddy cavitation which brings about a strong dynamic effect to material in

the mating-standoff distance of the 2nd hill-like impact-pressure distribution configuration field

centering on a region (a nozzle is approached, so that Pamb is high) by the 2nd peak.

[0029] Thus, if a powerful cavitation foam collapses quickly on the surface of material, a strong impact

pressure will occur, the crystal grain of material will be crushed, and the residual stress of the ****

direction will be improved in the compression direction.

[0030] This operation is almost the same as the case of construction of a shallow part seen from the

water surface, when the circumference water pressure Pamb is close to atmospheric pressure.

[003 1] the case where the peening of the section for processing of what depth of water of the underwater

body containing the underwater structure is carried out by the above operations ~ a member - it

becomes possible to improve surface residual stress even on level (for example, setting into a portion

with a depth [ from a material-list side ] of 100 micrometers the compression direction stress more than

60 kgf(s)/mm2) required as a cure against SCC
[0032]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained based on a drawing. Drawing 1 shows
the example of embodiment of the peening construction in a light water reactor pars basilaris ossis

occipitalis.

[0033] High-pressure water 2 is injected in the cooling water 3 in a furnace at high speed, and serves as

the underwater water jet 4 accompanied by cavitation from the cavitation nozzle 1. This jet 4 collides

with the lower end plate 5 in the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of a reactor pressure vessel at the weld
zone 9 of the stub tube 6 by which the penetration stop was carried out, and an inner tube 7. The ****

residual stress of the **** direction produced in the stub tube 6 and an inner tube 7 centering on this
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weld zone 9 is improved in the compression direction by operation of the impact pressure generated by
decay of the cavitation foam produced so much in the jet.

[0034] An improvement of the residual stress which the parallel displacement of the position of a nozzle

1 was carried out caudad slightly, or the inclination of a nozzle 1 was only changed to the

perpendicularly near slightly angle, and has been produced in the weld zone 8 of the lower end plate 5

and the stub tube 6 is possible.

[0035] The optimal range exists in the mating-standoff distance x of a nozzle 1 and a processing point.

The range of this mating-standoff distance x is a field where an impact-pressure distribution centering

on the 2nd peak of the jet impact pressure Psh serves as a form of the shape of a loose hill, as shown in

drawing 12 . If the circumference water pressure Pamb becomes high, the mating-standoff distance x

(2p) equivalent to this optimal range will be shifted to an upstream (direction near a nozzle 1) as shown
in drawing 7 .

[0036] That is, in a reactor pressure vessel, a nozzle 1 is moved so that a part with the bigger depth of

water near a pars basilaris ossis occipitalis may be brought close to the part. The circumference water

pressure Pamb and the optimal mating-standoff distance x (2p) have become settled uniquely by the

empirical formula, and move the position of a nozzle 1 according to this formula so that it may mention

later.

[0037] It becomes possible to fully improve residual stress also by **** by the part of what depth of
water in a reactor pressure vessel by doing in this way.

[0038] Drawing 2 stops for check and an example which carries out water jet peening construction of

the bottom section in the state where it crawled on cooling water 203 is shown in the reactor pressure

vessel 201 which removed the upper end plate.

[0039] In this example, it has crawled on cooling water 203 to the upper part of a well 204. Thus, since

cooling water 203 becomes a shielding material, it is desirable from a viewpoint of contamination

prevention of an operator to fill a lot of cooling water 203. The fuel exchange truck 206 is arranged at

the upper part of a well 204, and the high pressure pumping 205 for supplying high-pressure water to a

nozzle 208 is installed on this.

[0040] From this high pressure pumping 205, high-pressure water is sent through the high-pressure

water supply line 207, the underwater high-speed water jet 209 is injected in cooling water 203 from a

nozzle 208, and it collides with the WJP construction part (stub tube) 202 in a blast furnace bottom. In

addition, 210 in drawing is the water-seal section.

[0041] In the blast furnace bottom of such a reactor, big water head hydrostatic pressure joins a

processing part. In the situation shown in drawing 2 although based also on the size of a reactor pressure

vessel 201, it is the water level hi from cooling water 203 to the WJP construction part (stub tube) 202.

Hydrostatic pressure [ in / a blast furnace bottom / it is set to about 25m or more, and ] is 2 kgf/cm2 at

least. It becomes.

[0042] The example shown in drawing 3 shows the example which lowered the water level of cooling
water 203 to the fuselage section upper limit in a reactor pressure vessel 201

.

[0043] Also in this situation, blast furnace bottom water pressure is 1.5 kgf/cm2. It becomes. If the water

level of cooling water 203 is lowered, there will be little water resistance of the manipulator which
drives a nozzle 208, and construction will become easy.

[0044] Next, the configuration of the cavitation nozzle used in order to make a jet is described.

[0045] Drawing 4 is the example of structure of the nozzle in the path contraction section (extracting

section) 904 which extracted and made the angle theta small in order to carry out the reduced pressure

acceleration of the high-pressure water 902 slowly.

[0046] Pressure loss is small, although this nozzle is not necessarily enough as development of
cavitation, since the reduced pressure acceleration section is loose.

[0047] in addition, this drawing - setting - 901 a nozzle body and 903 - a high-pressure water feeder

current way and 905 - jet - a hole and 906 are medial axes

[0048] The example of structure of the cavitation nozzle which made the reduced pressure acceleration

section steep is conversely indicated to be the example of drawing 4 to drawing 5 .
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[0049] Since passage contracts right-angled, a rapid contracted vein arises, this contracted vein serves as

a cause of a cellular nucleation, and cavitation generates this nozzle actively compared with the nozzle

of aforementioned drawing 4 . However, pressure loss is large and the burden of high pressure pumping
increases.

[0050] in addition, this drawing ~ setting - 1001 -- a nozzle body and 1002 - high-pressure water and
1003 - a high-pressure water feeder current way and 1004 « jet ~ a hole and 1005 are medial axes

[0051] drawing 6 - jet - it is the example of structure of the nozzle which formed the expansion

cavernous section 1 106 in the outlet of a hole 1 105 The feature of this nozzle is in an operation of the

vortex produced in the expansion cavernous section 1 106. This operation can roughly be classified into

two as follows.

[0052] (1) the circular vortex in the expansion cavernous section 1 106 (vortex) ~ jet ~ apply pressure

fluctuation strong against the jet immediately after blowing off from a hole 1 105 This pressure

fluctuation promotes excitation of a cavitation foam nucleus, and growth of a foam.

[0053] (2) the cellular nucleus which similarly floats around a jet by operation of a circular vortex ~ the

inside of the expansion cavernous section 1 106 - setting - the upstream of a jet, i.e., jet, - flow
backwards to the outlet side of a hole 1 105 Thus, a cellular nucleus is intermittently supplied into a jet

as the so-called circumference nucleus (Ambient nuclei), and the cavitation generated in a jet becomes a
remarkable active thing.

[0054] In addition, for a nozzle body and 1 102, as for a high-pressure water feeder current way and
1 104, in this drawing, high-pressure water and 1 103 are [ 1 101 / the path contraction section (extracting

section) and 1 107 ] medial axes.

[0055] Drawing 1

1

shows typically the distribution configuration of the impact pressure Psh generated
from the jet over the mating-standoff distance (distance from the outlet of a nozzle) x ofjet shaft

orientations.

[0056] The distribution configuration of an impact pressure Psh is a serious characteristic thing which
has two peaks so that clearly from this drawing.

[0057] jet of a nozzle ~ the configuration of the first peak [ 1st ] near a hole is keenly sharp, and is

generated to the narrow field of the mating-standoff distance x the mechanism of this 1st peak
manifestation - jet — it is in intermittent vibration of **** (core) in the jet immediately after spouting
from a hole, and the interaction of the cavitation which carries out a manifold type to this and develops
into it For the 2nd down-stream peak, the ranges of the mating-standoff distance x which is carrying out
the loose hill configuration and corresponds are quite also latus.

[0058] This 2nd peak is produced by development of the eddy cavitation which grows within the

turbulent flow shearing layer of a jet interface. Generally, since the collision energy of a jet distributes

the field centering on the 2nd peak in case it collides with a processing side, processing of the portion of
latus area is attained. Since there is distribution of energy, erosion-corrosion cannot happen to a

processing side easily, and only the effect of a residual-stress improvement arises.

[0059] On the other hand, the 1st peak has a possibility of causing erosion-corrosion, in order that the

collision energy of a jet may concentrate on a narrow portion. Therefore, in never being able to detach a
nozzle but using the field of the 1st peak by construction of the narrow section etc., a nozzle is moved
gradually or the device of lowering an injection pressure is needed.

[0060] Strongly in response to the fact that the influence of the circumference water pressure Pamb, the
peak of these jet impact pressures moves depending on Pamb so that it may illustrate. That is, if the

circumference water pressure Pamb increases, the mating-standoff distance x (2p) which is equivalent to

both peaks, especially the 2nd peak important for peening construction as a solid line shows will shift to

an upstream.

[0061] It is [0062] when the relation between the circumference water pressure Pamb (a gage and unit

kgf/cm2) and the mating-standoff distance x (2p) of the 2nd peak is expressed.

[Equation 2]
X(2P) -0.3 7Pamb

= e ( 3 )X(2P)* K 1
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[0063] It is x(2p) * here. It is got blocked under atmospheric pressure and the mating-standoff distance

of the 2nd peak in under the shallow water surface is expressed.

[0064] In actual peening construction, only this peak point is chosen, and the method of positioning a

nozzle precisely is not adopted, but as shown in drawing 11 , it adopts the mating-standoff distance of

the broad field which gets the 2nd peak mixed up.

[0065] This field is Psh (Max), then Psh>0.75xPsh (Max) about the maximum impact pressure in the

2nd peak. (4)

It is mostly equivalent to ******.

[0066] It will be [0067] if (3) formulas are corrected based on this so that x (2p) may be expressed in the

circumference range centering on this.

[Eauation 31L

Xt2P) " -0.3 7Pamb
" "=e X(0.5^1.5) (5)

X(2P)*

[0068] It becomes.

[0069] Therefore, what is necessary is for actual construction to estimate the circumference water

pressure Pamb, and just to set up the mating-standoff distance between a nozzle and a processing side by
it in the range with which are satisfied of the aforementioned (5) formula based on the density of the

water for which it asks from depth of water and water temperature.

[0070] Drawing 8 and drawing 9 show a phenomenon when the circumference water pressure Pamb is

as high as the low case. For 401, as for high-pressure water and 403, in these drawings, a nozzle and 402
are [ a cavitation cloud and 404 ] eddy cavitation.

[0071] As the circumference water pressure Pamb shows a low case at drawing 8 , the cavitation cloud

403 expands greatly. On the other hand, since a brittle foam crushes and disappears in underwater as

shown in drawing 9 when the circumference water pressure Pamb is high, the cavitation cloud 403 is

thinly short.

[0072] Thus, when the circumference water pressure Pamb is high, the whole cavitation contracts. The
circumference water pressure Pamb affects the movement gestalt of a foam besides the disappearance

behavior of a foam. Therefore, if the circumference water pressure Pamb is high, a flow resistance

becomes large to movement of a foam, circumference underwater diffusion of a foam will be scarce and
the breadth of cavitation will become small seemingly.

[0073] Drawing 10 is the property view having shown change of mating-standoff distance collectively

by the 2nd peak in the impact-pressure distribution to circumference water pressure, the portion of the

slash in drawing -- a peening construction field - corresponding - the difference in circumference water
pressure an equivalent for the 2nd peak ~ mating-standoff distance — a piece - a logarithm ~ it

changes almost in proportionality on a view

[0074] Depth of water and the technology which in other words starts this invention to which mating-

standoff distance, an injection pressure, or injection collision time is changed according to

circumference water pressure do not remain in the light water reactor construction which took up as an
example so far and has been explained, but scopes are latus.

[0075] For example, it is directly applicable to digging of the base rock of the inside of seawater, or the

lakeside insole section, **** construction, or cutting and washing construction of an underwater
structural steelwork.

[0076] Furthermore, in underwater [ of a dock ], it is applicable to the affix washing work of a vessel

pars basilaris ossis occipitalis, or peening construction of a weld zone. If a water jet peening is

underwater performed not only like a vessel but like this invention, it is effective in the ability to prevent

generating of a waterdrop droplet or RF noise.

[0077]

[Effect of the Invention] It is as follows when the effect by this invention is summarized.

[0078] (1) A water jet peening can be effectively carried out now. Since the residual stress of an
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underwater body is improved by this, the dangerous potential of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is

removed by it, and fatigue strength improves further by it. Therefore, the structure reliability and
endurance of an underwater body improve and a life can be expanded now.

[0079] (2) Since WJP construction of the part from which depth of water differs can be performed

rationally, construction time can be shortened sharply. The construction cost of WJP can be reduced by
this.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the ** type view showing the construction state of a water jet peening underwater

[ concerning the example of this invention ].

[Drawing 2] It is the ** type view showing the construction state of the water jet peening under the

depth of water of the light water reactor concerning the example of this invention.

[Drawing 3] It is the ** type view showing the construction state of the water jet peening under the

depth of water of the light water reactor concerning the example of this invention.

[Drawing 4] It is the cross section showing an example of the nozzle structure used for the water jet

peening of this invention.

[Drawing 5] It is the cross section showing other examples of the nozzle structure used for the water jet

peening of this invention.

[Drawing 6] It is the cross section showing the example of further others of the nozzle structure used for

the water jet peening of this invention.

[Drawing 7] It is explanatory drawing showing signs that the impact-pressure distribution configuration

generated from an underwater water jet changes with circumference water pressure.

[Drawing 8] Circumference water pressure is the ** type view showing the relation between the

circumference water pressure of a low case, and the situation of cavitation.

[Drawing 9] It is the ** type view showing the relation between circumference water pressure when
circumference water pressure is high, and the situation of cavitation.

[Drawing 10] It is explanatory drawing in which change of mating-standoff distance was summarized by
the 2nd peak in the impact-pressure distribution to circumference water pressure.

[Drawing 11] It is explanatory drawing which defines the hill field of an impact-pressure distribution

centering on the position of the 2nd peak.

[Drawing 12] It is explanatory drawing showing the configuration of the impact-pressure distribution

generated from the cavitation of an underwater water jet.

[Drawing 13] It is explanatory drawing showing the configuration of the impact-pressure distribution

generated from the cavitation of an underwater water jet.

[Drawing 14] It is the ** type view showing the modality of the cavitation generated in an underwater
water jet.

[Description of Notations]

1 Nozzle

2 High-Pressure Water

3 Cooling Water in Furnace

4 Underwater Water Jet Accompanied by Cavitation

5 Lower End Plate

6 Stub Tube

8 Weld Zone
9 Weld Zone
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[Procedure amendment 1]

[Document to be Amended] Specification

[Item(s) to be Amended] Claim
[Method of Amendment] Change
[Proposed Amendment]
[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In the water jet peening method make the underwater water jet accompanied by cavitation

collide with an underwater body
The water jet peening method characterized by changing the distance to the field for construction of an
underwater body from the cavitation jet nozzle which spouts the aforementioned underwater water jet

according to the water pressure around the water jet. _

[Claim 2] The water jet peening method characterized by between the aforementioned cavitation jet

nozzle and the fields for construction being equivalent to the mating-standoff distance (slant range
between a nozzle and a work) of a down-stream field, i.e., the field of the 2nd peak, in claim 1

publication from the next minimum point of the 1st peak in the impact-pressure distribution formed in

the nozzle lower stream of a river concerned.

[Claim 3] The water jet peening method characterized by setting up the field which an impact pressure
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generates on the level of at least 0.75 times or more of the maximum of the aforementioned jet impact

pressure as the 2nd peak field in claim 2 publication.

[Claim 4] It sets to claim 2 publication and is the aforementioned mating-standoff distance x.

[Equation 1]

- O - 3 7 Parab

0.5X(2P)e <X<l,5X(2P)e

P a mb : fflmfoJ£ (f-VE., kgf/cm
2

)

x(2 p) : *m;±T(ctftt5£2

The water jet peening method which is alike, is based and is characterized by setting up.

[Claim 5] The water jet peening method characterized by positioning the cavitation jet nozzle to the field

for construction based on the relation of the depth of water and the mating-standoff distance to the 2nd
peak field of the aforementioned jet impact-pressure distribution which measured the depth of water
from the water surface of the aforementioned circumference water to a construction object, and were
beforehand found in the claim 2 publication.

[Translation done.]
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